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Reports from Commissioners Apr 27 2022
House Documents, Otherwise Publ. as Executive Documents Jun 29 2022
Legal Rights for Rivers May 29 2022 In 2017 four rivers in Aotearoa New Zealand, India, and
Colombia were given the status of legal persons, and there was a recent attempt to extend these rights
to the Colorado River in the USA. Understanding the implications of creating legal rights for rivers is
an urgent challenge for both water resource management and environmental law. Giving rivers legal
rights means the law can see rivers as legal persons, thus creating new legal rights which can then be
enforced. When rivers are legally people, does that encourage collaboration and partnership between
humans and rivers, or establish rivers as another competitor for scarce resources? To assess what it
means to give rivers legal rights and legal personality, this book examines the form and function of
environmental water managers (EWMs). These organisations have legal personality, and have been
active in water resource management for over two decades. EWMs operate by acquiring water rights
from irrigators in rivers where there is insufficient water to maintain ecological health. EWMs can
compete with farmers for access to water, but they can also strengthen collaboration between
traditionally divergent users of the aquatic environment, such as environmentalists, recreational
fishers, hunters, farmers, and hydropower. This book explores how EWMs use the opportunities
created by giving nature legal rights, such as the ability to participate in markets, enter contracts, hold
property, and enforce those rights in court. However, examination of the EWMs unearths a crucial and
unexpected paradox: giving legal rights to nature may increase its legal power, but in doing so it can
weaken community support for protecting the environment in the first place. The book develops a new
conceptual framework to identify the multiple constructions of the environment in law, and how these
constructions can interact to generate these unexpected outcomes. It explores EWMs in the USA and
Australia as examples, and assesses the implications of creating legal rights for rivers for water
governance. Lessons from the EWMs, as well as early lessons from the new ‘river persons,’ show how
to use the law to improve river protection and how to begin to mitigate the problems of the paradox.

Modeling Biblical Language Oct 22 2021 Modeling Biblical Language collects the best linguistic
scholarship of present and former members of the McMaster Divinity College Linguistics Circle,
addressing a variety of interpretive and theoretical issues facing Old/New Testament studies from the
perspective of modern linguistic theory.
Brooklyn City Directory (1857). Jul 19 2021
The Rangers, the Bruins, and the End of an Era Jun 05 2020 This book is a tribute to the rivalry the
New York Rangers had with the Boston Bruins during the decade that Emile Francis ran the club.
Growing up, these two teams are what defined hockey for me and the team was not simply a city or a
sweater or a jersey, it was the players. As Mr. Francis himself told me, "Every time we played it was a
war. That was the greatest rivalry I've ever seen." I wrote this book for the fans of both teams, hoping
that it would bring back some great memories from a time when the game was a lot different than it is
today.
The Boston Almanac for the Year ... Mar 15 2021
1 & 2 Peter, Jude Nov 22 2021 This title is available on eBook! For more information see:
www.MennoMedia.org/e-books Erland Waltner explains how 1 Peter applies Jesus' teaching on loving
the enemy to the life situation of scattered Christians in Asia Minor. Peter empowers believers to be
communities of hope, not retaliating for the abuse they suffer, but bearing witness of their Lord by
word, lifestyle, and doing good. J. Daryl Charles shows how 2 Peter and Jude are relevant since the
church still faces ethical compromises and pastoral dilemmas. Their apocalyptic imagery stresses that
the concerns of Christian faithfulness and faith are absolutely crucial. The church needs such moral
exhortation. Table of Contents (PDF) Read the Introduction to 1-2 Peter (PDF) Read the Introduction
to Jude (PDF) Check out other commentaries in this series!
The Boston Directory Feb 23 2022
A Tragedy Waiting to Happen – The Chaotic Life of Brendan O’Donnell Aug 20 2021 For years,
Tony Muggivan urged the Irish social system to offer appropriate treatment to the desperately sick
Brendan O’Donnell. A Tragedy Waiting to Happen is the harrowing story of his doomed attempts and
the awful consequences of that failure: a triple murder. Tony Muggivan is a farmer. One wet night in
February 1989, Brendan O’Donnell entered his life and that of his family. He had absconded from
Trinity Detention Centre in Dublin and had been missing for a week. He turned up at Tony
Muggivan’s door, dirty, dishevelled and starving. The Muggivans took him in. Tony had never seen
Brendan before. The next day, Tony began a search for help. It was clear that Brendan should be in a
psychiatric unit, not a detention centre. Doctors, social workers and the Gardaí all agreed that this was
the best course of action. As there was no place for him in Co. Clare, Tony took Brendan to hospitals
in Ballinasloe and Galway, where they refused to admit him. Frustrated and angry, they returned
home. Over the next five years Brendan began living rough and embarked on a campaign of armed
robbery and mayhem in the east Clare area. It was evident he was out of control. In 1994 Brendan
murdered Imelda Riney, her three-year old son Liam and Fr. Joe Walsh. It was one of the most
shocking crimes of modern times. Brendan was convicted in 1996 and died in prison in 1997 in
circumstances that have never been fully explained by the authorities. Tony and J.J. Muggivan recount
Brendan O’Donnell’s tragic life, and highlight the failures of the system to help a deeply disturbed boy
who later became a psychotic killer. Tony had known that something awful was going to happen: for
five years, he had tried and failed to get the Irish social and medical system to offer appropriate
treatment to a desperately sick young man. A Tragedy Waiting to Happen reveals the truth behind the
headlines and the real Brendan O’Donnell.
The Death of Bees Jun 25 2019 Trying to keep the death of their parents a secret, Marnie and her little
sister Nelly are on their own until several residents in Glasgow's Hazelhurst housing estate suspect that
something is not right.
Journal of Greco-Roman Christianity and Judaism, Volume 17 Jan 13 2021 Volume 17, 2020 This is
the seventeenth volume of the hard-copy edition of a journal that has been published online
(www.jgrchj.net) since 2000. As they appear, the hard-copy editions replace the online materials. The

scope of JGRChJ is the texts, language and cultures of the Greco-Roman world of early Christianity
and Judaism. The papers published in JGRChJ are designed to pay special attention to the larger
picture of politics, culture, religion and language, engaging as well with modern theoretical
approaches.
Merchant Vessels of the United States... Jun 17 2021
Modesty Blaise Oct 02 2022 In her first adventure for British Intelligence Modesty Blaise with her
loyal lieutenant, Willie Garvin, must foil a multi-million pound diamond heist. They travel from
London to the South of France, across the Mediterranean to Cairo before battling, against impossible
odds, a private army of professional killers.
Merchant Vessels of the United States May 17 2021
Documents of the Senate of the State of New York Sep 08 2020
Ecclesiastes Nov 10 2020 Practical, biblical, redemptive-historical, expositional help with the unusual
book of Ecclesiastes. ODonnell shows that grateful obedience, steady contentment, and surprising joy
are Gods gifts to those who trust in him.
Thom's Irish Almanac and Official Directory of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland Jul 27 2019
Augustine: Confessions Books V–IX Oct 29 2019 The only commentary in English that interprets
Augustine's language and thought in Confessions V-IX, for students and teachers of Latin.
Contested Election Case of William Connell Vs. George Howell, from the Tenth Congressional
District of the State of Pennsylvania Nov 03 2022
Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent Office Sep 20 2021
Senate documents Jan 01 2020
Boston Directory Dec 24 2021
Yachting Mar 27 2022
Hollywood Hypocrites Oct 10 2020 Draws on the author's experiences as an "ambush interview" radio
host to confront inconsistencies in the liberal views of leading Hollywood celebrities who support
President Obama, from Michael Moore to Angelina Jolie.
Militarist Peace in South America Dec 12 2020 Martin derives several realist and liberal propositions
on the causes of war and peace and tests them, utilizing evidence from the peace in South America, as
well as developing and discussing the "Militarist Peace" hypothesis.
1-3 John Jul 31 2022 Live a gospel-transformed life! An illuminating, engaging commentary on Johns
letters that illustrates and applies Johns answers to the question, How can we know that we possess
eternal life?
Sex, Gender and Substance Use Jan 25 2022 “Sex, Gender and Substance Use” describes how both
biological and social factors affect people's use of substances. There is a lot of research carried out on
substance use, prevention and treatment in which sex and gender are missing. This book describes the
concepts of sex and gender, what they mean and why including them in substance use research,
practice and policy is vital. Substances such as alcohol, drugs, nicotine, and tobacco all have
differential effects on females and males. Social and cultural gendered factors affect how women and
men react to prevention, treatment and policies. The book includes numerous examples of how sexand gender-sensitive research can increase our understanding and improve prevention and treatment,
and why striving for gender-transformative substance use practice and research remains a gold
standard.
Census of the City of Charleston, South Carolina Feb 11 2021
Register - University of California May 05 2020
Commencement Apr 03 2020
Revisiting Aspect and Aktionsart Apr 15 2021 In Revisiting Aspect and Aktionsart, Francis G.H. Pang
employs a corpus approach to analyze the relationship between Greek aspect and Aktionsart.
U. S. Army Register Aug 08 2020
Vox Petri Mar 03 2020 Peter stands at the beginning of Christian theology. Christianity's central

confessions regarding the person of Jesus, the cross, salvation, the inclusive nature of the people of
God, and the end of all things come to us through the apostle who was not only the church's leader but
also its first theologian. Peter is the apostle for the whole church and the whole church resonates with
his theology. We sing his song, though we may not have glanced at the bottom of the page in the
hymnbook to see who wrote the words and composed the tune. Peter is the "lost boy" of Christian
theology, a person overlooked as a theological innovator and pillar, but his rightful place is at the head
of the table. If we look closely, however, we may recognize that he has been seated there all along.
To Vietnam in Vain Jul 07 2020 American military advisors in South Vietnam came to know their
allies personally--as few American soldiers could. In addition to fighting the Viet Cong, advisors
engaged in community building projects and local government initiatives. They dealt firsthand with
corrupt American and South Vietnamese bureaucracies. Not many advisors would have been surprised
to learn that 105mm artillery shells were being sold on the black market to the Viet Cong. Not many
were surprised by the North Vietnamese victory in 1975. This memoir of a U.S. Army intelligence
officer focuses on the province advisors who worked with local militias that were often disparaged by
American units. The author describes his year (1969-1970) as a U.S. advisor to the South Vietnamese
Regional and Popular Forces in the Mekong Delta.
O Woman, Great is Your Faith! Nov 30 2019 The concept of “faith” holds a central position in New
Testament and early Christian thought, yet this concept has not received the careful attention it
deserves in the Synoptic Gospels. The present study offers a comprehensive analysis of “faith” as a
key motif in the Gospel of Matthew, where it plays a major role in communicating this Gospel’s vision
for how readers should respond to the person and message of Jesus. The argument propounded is that
Matthew’s unique narrative portrayal of the Canaanite woman’s faith (15:21–28) is used for
pedagogical purposes, namely, that by comparing and contrasting her “great faith” with those
characters expressing “no faith” and “little faith,” Matthew uses Jesus’s quantitative ????-terms to
teach on the nature of true faith. She embodies Matthew’s theological vision of faith! Even though she
is a gentile outsider/enemy, she comprehends the universal scope and abundant blessings of Jesus’s
mission. Moreover, she acknowledges Jesus’s messianic identity, correctly perceiving him to be both
David’s royal heir and David’s Lord. Finally, based on who she perceives Jesus to be and the purpose
of his mission, she demonstrates faith as trust manifested in action.
Rosie O'Donnell's Crafty U Jan 31 2020 A volume of craft projects draws on popular segments from
"The Rosie O'Donnell Show" and "The View," as well as the author's web site Rosie.com, to provide
step-by-step activities for families with children between the ages of five and twelve.
Confessions: Commentary on Books 1-7 Sep 28 2019 The Confessions of Augustine have long both
demanded and eluded the sustained and serious attention to detail that a scholarly commentary can
provide. This new work in three volumes is a major new reference in Augustine scholarship. A revised
Latin text of the Confessions in Volume I forms the basis for a detailed line-by-line commentary
(Volumes II and III) designed to elucidate the many layers of meaning in the work. Extensive
quotation and abundant citation of Augustine's own writings, of the scriptural texts that were never far
from his mind, and of the works of his intellectual forebears (chief among them Cicero, Plotinus, and
Ambrose) are meant to provide one essential context for reading the Confessions. Placing the emphasis
primarily on exegesis, O'Donnell opens up new lines of interpretation, and gives a wealth of fresh
detail to some more familiar themes. The place of the Confessions in Augustine's own life and in the
history of Christian literature is also discussed and illuminated.
Dinosaurs of Darkness Sep 01 2022 Dinosaurs of Darkness opens a doorway to a fascinating former
world, between 100 million and 120 million years ago, when Australia was far south of its present
location and joined to Antarctica. Dinosaurs lived in this polar region. How were the polar dinosaurs
discovered? What do we now know about them? Thomas H. Rich and Patricia Vickers-Rich, who have
played crucial roles in their discovery, describe how they and others collected the fossils indispensable
to our knowledge of this realm and how painstaking laboratory work and analyses continue to unlock
the secrets of the polar dinosaurs. This scientific adventure makes for a fascinating story: it begins with

one destination in mind and ends at another, arrived at by a most roundabout route, down byways and
back from dead ends. Dinosaurs of Darkness is a personal, absorbing account of the way scientific
research is actually conducted and how hard and rewarding it is to mine the knowledge of this
remarkable life of the past. The award-winning first edition has been thoroughly updated with the
latest discoveries and interpretations, along with over 100 new photographs and charts, many in color.
The New York Red Book Aug 27 2019
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